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PREFACE.

The Elementary Grammar contained in this volume is available for all

hieroglyphic texts written whilst the old Egyptian was still a living lan-

guage, and the hieroglyphic system of writing continued in its original

purity. It is of the utmost importance that the student should begin with

these texts, for although the vocabulary and grammar of the later inscrip-

tions resemble those of the better period, as closely as modern Latin does

that of the ancient, and although the contents of these inscriptions are often

of the highest historical and archaeological interest, the hieroglyphic system

which they exhibit is extremely corrupt, particularly in the Roman period
;

it confounds articulations which the ancient Egyptians scrupulously dis-

tinguished, signs originally syllabic are used with purely alphabetic values,

the ancient values are sometimes ignored and entirely new ones substituted.

When the original system is more thoroughly known, the corruptions which

it has suffered will be readily learnt.

A complete list of the hieroglyphic characters, together with their values

in the “base” as well as in the better periods, forms a book by itself of a

certain bulk. Such a book has been separately published by Dr. Brugsch,

in a convenient form and at a moderate price. I think it sufficient to refer

the student to that publication. A similar list appended to this volume

would necessarily be all but identical with it.



11 PREFACE.

The present work is intended to supply a want which in this country

is daily felt more and more, and in no spirit of rivalry with the excellent

works already published by revered friends and teachers of mine, for whose

scientific authority I have the deepest respect, even when I am compelled to

depart from it. In the present state of the science, new facts are constantly

presenting themselves on a field already too extensive to be mastered by a

single enquirer, and it is impossible that the same rays of evidence should

fall upon different minds with exactly the same force. I will refer to two

instances in point.

Since the first portion of this Grammar has been in print, a very able

young Russian scholar, M. Golenischefif, has discovered evidence which,

if confirmed by other evidence, would prove that the pronominal suffixes

and were pronounced tnu^ snu. It is no doubt quite as natural

that M. Golenischeff should attach the greatest importance to this discovery,

as that others should be sceptical, not as to the facts referred to, but as to

their real bearing. But this scepticism would soon be dispelled were fresh

evidence in the same direction to be discovered.

On the other hand, most scholars now read the sign ^ ^ep, or ^eps,

whilst I adhere to the old reading, as. There is no doubt whatever that in

the latest times of hieroglyphic writing, the very ancient word '
^ deps was

written But the evidence which proves this cannot set aside a mass of

evidence quite as conclusive of another value of the sign at a more ancient

period.

I. We have the following variants of a passage of the Book of the Dead,

chapter xv. line 15 :

according to some papyri.

from which follows the equation

n

^7^
1

I I I
I

n
1

/I\
o ^

fl-^j (] ^ 1 ^ ^ according to others

;

as.
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2. Mr. Goodwin having made light of the variant = on an

ancient monument of the British hluscum, Dr. Lauth has quoted a tablet at

Vienna in which ° is substitued for pen in the same well-

known invocation. As (|uotcd by Dr. Lauth, this evidence would alone be

perfectly conclusive, for the sign
^

has the well-known syllable value ds. I

am, however, informed that the sign whieh really follows ^ on the Vienna

tablet is :. This diminishes the cogeney of the proof; but as there can be

no doubt that is an ignorant blunder, there is as little doubt in my own

mind that it is a mistake for ^3ezi.

3. The Coptie word eorresponding to the hieroglyphic in the sense

of “precious” is agov.

Here we have ^ consilience of evidence which is still further strengthened

on examining the rival value deps. In the Toman period, ^ stood for sep^ not

seps.' The word ^J
^ep, signifying statue, appears to me to be fatal to this

reading, for even in the Rosetta inscription the word for statue is

Whence comes the
^

s ? Dr. Brugsch has explained it as a quasi-reduplica-

tion of the r-vrn s' at the beginning of dep. But, if this be granted, how shall

we explain the second |1 which is the commonest form of the word

m the earliest monuments ? No reduplicated form is susceptible of still

further reduplication. The truth is, that whereas the evidence of the Roman

period proves ^ to have a syllabic value ending in p, the ancient evidence

proves it to have a syllabic value ending in s. The evidence is true in each

case, but only as far as it extends. There was an ancient value as and an

extremely modern one dep, and we have no reason to use the latter except for

the monuments of the base period.

I have spoken at length of this example for the purpose of showing that it

is not out of ignorance or ill will that a few signs have values assigned to

* This is proved by Dr. Brugsch, Zcitschrift fur acgyptische Sprachc, 1867, p. 97.
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them in this volume which are not yet universally accepted as the true ones.

Nor is it upon light grounds that on the general theory of Egyptian Grammar,

as well as upon matters of detail, I have sometimes felt compelled to follow

my own lights. But in a work of so elementary a character as this, I have

abstained from putting forward views peculiar to myself, except when I should

otherwise have been compelled to give rules which appear to rest upon

insufficient evidence.

This volume will be followed, as soon as health and time permit, by a

Chrestomathy of Egyptian Texts, accompanied by a transliteration in Roman

Chara.cters, and as literal translations as the diversity between the Egyptian

and the English language admit.
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Hieroglyphic signs are either phonetic or ideographic. Phonetic signs are

either purely alphabetic or syllabic. The purely alphabetic signs are as

follow :

—

Voivels -

[j

h, ^ a, a

Labials - ^ b, op, ^0=^ f.

Palatals

Gtdtnrals -

Sibilants -
|1

or — .r, r-Yn s
(
= English

Dentals - t. ^ t, B, ^ /.

It is an important characteristic of the language that the medial letters

b, g, d, z, are wanting. The Egyptian is a breathing like the modern Greek

/3 or our v.

There is no distinction between / and r.

\Mwels are very commonly omitted in writing, except at the beginning of a

syllable. The omitted vowels are conventionally transcribed by the letter c.

All the other Egyptian phonetic signs have syllabic values which are

resolvable into combinations of the letters of the alphabet just given. Thus
^

is equivalent to
[|Jj

ab, -|j- to
(j

bin, to bnx- The number of these

syllabic signs is large, but each of them is restricted in its use to a limited
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number of words, and it is from alphabetically-written variants of these words

that the values of the syllabic signs are discovered.

The syllabic signs are very commonly accompanied by one or more of the

letters which they represent, e.£-.,

^Jj
ad, "{|“^^ or a7n, -^0 or anx.

In examples like these the alphabetic signs are called phonetic comple7mnts.

Almost every Egyptian word is followed by an ideographic sign, which is

either the picture of the object spoken of, or a conventional symbol of the class

of notions expressed by the word. The word ah, an ox, for instance, may be

written
(| ^ i

being the picture of the animal, and

a hide, being the recognised symbol of all quadrupeds. These two kinds of

ideographic signs, when placed at the end of words are called determinatives.

Those of the first kind we shall call ideograms, those of the second generic

determinatives.

^ is the generic determinative of all actions performed by the mouth, such

as eating, drinking, speaking
;

j\ of words implying motion
;

I i\ of words implying strength
;

O of light and of time and its

parts
;

of darkness

;

of countries

;

© of towns
;

m of houses or parts of a house
;

AAAAAA
AAA^AA
AAWVN

of trees

;

of objects in wood
;

o o o of minerals
;

iniB of stone
;

of plants
;

The number of these determinatives is very considerable.""

An Egyptian word may be expressed by its ideogram alone, which in such

of water
;

of negation or privation
;

1
-^ of knowledge or design

;

of evil
;

of men
;

of ofods.

* Lists of these and of the syllabic signs with their values will be found in Bunsen’s Egypt, ist vol.,

E. de Rouge’s Chrestoviathie ler fascicule, and Brugseh’s Verzeichness dcr Uicrogtypheu.
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a case acquires a phonetic value. Thus the sign by itself may stand for the

word ah which signifies ‘ox.’ It is in this way most probably that all the signs

which M'e call syllabic have come to be used phonetically. Thus the word sba,

‘a star,’ is written |ljj or simply But in the word sba signifying ‘a door’

and \vhich is often written Vc ^ n im the siirn ^ is

used as a purely syllabic character of the value sba, accompanied by phonetic

complements. In the word signifying ‘a kid,’ is the natural

ideogram. i*"* fj

J|
hb signifying ‘thirst’ the same sign is found

merely on account of its syllabic value ab. Signs used in this way are called

detcrmi)iativcs of soitnd.

The following short vocabulary will serve to illustrate the hieroglyphic

system of orthography ;—

-

j]
- /] /WAAA

1 0 w sy
aaani ape

ana ox

ah ox

jife l)ehes heijcr

mas calf

ba ram

at goal

kahes oryx

l^\'k hetra horse

mau cat

tesem hound

apt duck

bank hawk

neraii vulture

tex'i crane

se^h birPs nest

rem fish

tebat fish

emsuh crocodile

hfi stiake

fent worm

t’art scorpion
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^

PJ -k

Q

af bee

ie0 77iankind

se 77ia7l

set W077ia7l

nexen babe

menat 7mrse

hemet wife

menfat soldier

suteu kmg

tut sfattte

texen obelisk

pet heaven

ra sun

aah 77WOn

sba star

hru day

kerbu night

unnut hour

renpit yea7-

tra seaso/i

AA/WY\
AAAAAA
AAAAAN

<

tii earth

ma water

sexet field

^en Tree

nehat syca77iore

bener pabn tree

herer fiowcr

sesen lily

uaa boat

urerit chariot

semert bow

sti ar7-ow

J
bent harp

^
bala72ce

1
t'a head

&

tehant fo7rhcad

xeft face

AAAAAA VL

^ennu hair

mest'er ear

[1
'^

]AAAAAA
anhu b7V7C7
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P

^A.W\\ ^

AAA/YV\

C=^
VVAAAA

spet lip

font nose

nehbet neck

qahu shoulder

kabu arm

ermen arm

menet breast

xat belly

ret foot

anem skin, colour

teher hide

tenh wing

at limb

auf flesh

snef blood

ta bread

art milk

arp wine

heqt beer

hebs clothes

cn pa house

aneb ivall

tema toivn, village

uat way

matennu road

aner stone

nub gold

hat silver

xemt copper

xet fire

sati flame

neb loi'd, master

bak servant

xerui enemy

nefer good

ban had

aa great

lira great

ket small

nets inferior
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ip:

-J I S\ I

L. W 1

5^

/] D (3|

ra

O

dy

J:
B

next

user

pehti

men

mer

abs

kam

teser

qennu

neb

nehau

un

xeper

anx

mut

sna

<0::: maa

setem

t’et

kre

victory, victorious

rich, pinverful

strength, strong

pain, painful

sick, suffering

uPiite

black

red

many

all

few

be

become

live

death, die

breathe

see

hear

speak

be silent

a.s call

id

sema till

tebhu pray

am eat

sura drink

tepa taste

senq suck

heqr hunger

ab thirst

uaua think

neham rejoice

rem weep

kat sleep

nehes awake

aha stand

hemse sit

kes betid

ster lie

i go

hab send



AAAAAA

4-i

VP°>
a

u

^ =,
w^

sper

an

sexsex

xera

sexer

sexet

seher

xeset

xatbu

xct

hu

hab

asx

ta

^ep

mer

mest

ka

kekui

EGYPTIAN

approach

turn

pice

fight

overthrcnv

capsize

drive opfi

repel

kill

cut

beat

plough

mow

give

receive

love

hate

hull

darkness

GRAMMAR.

O

^ n AA/wvs

7

hat light

aha duration

uri^e observation

heh time ei'a-lasting

teta time everlasting-

hatui rain

bu place

XeX throat

nes tongue

suht egg

abti east

ainenti west

qa height

t'et depth

heh fire

ia wash

axen close the eye

pset shine

uben shine forth, rise
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I'he letters are read in the order in which they are written. In the lapidary

style, however, or in ornamented texts, the order of the signs is sometimes made

subordinate to notions of symmetry. Thus
^

is found instead of

hetem, instead of D ^ j

P^J i PT rj instead of sebexet. The two signs
[|(|

’of the letter i

are very frequently divided from each other by one or more small letters, which

take precedence of it in the real orthography; thus for ki,

7^ for X^pi- The feminine ending ci is often placed before ideo-

grams the top part of which project over the base, as in netarit, a goddess,

a mother.

The sign 1 1 1 in the middle of a word indicates the end of a syllable, as in

(the Aramaic word VAj^o), 1

]
^ ariin-ta,

the river Orontes. The consonants between which it is placed are often assimi-

lated. Thus the proper name Karre is written both m ^ ^ kati-re

and kare.

The gemination of letters is not expressed in writing. When the same

consonant is repeated the intervention of a vowel must be understood
;

e.g.,

arcre, grapes, Coptic ^.XoX!, bene^ie, Anconi, a gem, hrere,

^pHpi, a flower.

A short vowel must be understood to precede the single consonant in the

words cm, aaaaaa cn, <=> er (as in the Coptic jul, ft, p) and in a few words

befrinningr with the same letters.

Egyptian words often begin with two consonants, which sometimes produces

a harsh or disagreeable sound. In cases of this kind it is not unusual to find (as

in Hebrew) a second form of the word beginning with a vowel intended to

support the first of the two consonants.

We find among other instances

—

aftu by the side of ftu fotir
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©

O

iii.0

l]BD!ll]'nff’

O
o
o

dfte by the side of

apten

ahti

a;y;miu ,, ,,

a^tu

asmu ,, ,,

dstct j,

atfe ,, ,,

atmu „ „

at’ra

akiii

akre ,,

riktcnu

iujva

a\na

asmer „ ,,

tispn ,} jj

^

ftc faint

ptcn this, these

hti throat

Xmiu ignorant

things

smu name of a metal

stet tremble

tfe father

tmu na?ne of a god

t’ra 7uail,fo >*} -css, prison

kpi cloud

kre silent

kte-nu build

(ira bolt

0
WWW 1 1

xna enctose

fl

a mineralsmer

spe festal garment
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(|

atma by the side of

\

tina purse

atne

A

/WWNA

tne listen

JJ >>

inet cut
atnet • • )* AA/WSA

atru ..

iru season

atm B> ! ! iruu end
i) »!
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NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES.

There are two genders in Egpytian. Feminine nouns and adjectives

usually, but not invariably, end in as ^ sent a sister,
"iXl ^

Xaret, a vddow, ncfrit, good, aat, great.

Plural nouns and adjectives usually end in ^ u or (|(|^
and take the

sign
j

or ill after them as a determinative of plurality.

The phonetic ending is often omitted in writing. Thus

—

niesu children

[

tail lands

suteniii kings

LI aaiu great

I I I

I j

or by ab-

I
breviation 1 1

1

I

I I I

The plural of a word may be expressed by its ideogram being thrice

repeated
;

c.g. nctaru, gods. The plural of set, a region, may be

written l or
I I I

The dual masculine ends in ui as nctarui, the feminine

in
^

as
pg

sycamores. The ending
^

ti, or as it is often

written has even in singular and masculine nouns a dual sense. The dual

may also be expressed by the repetition of an ideogram, as netarui, two

gods,
I

taiii, two lands.

There are no declensions. The relations of case are expressed by particles

signifying of, to, from, by, zuith, etc. Of is sometimes understood.

All adjectives, except
|

netar, divine, and 1 szitezi, royal, follow the
I T AA\W\

nouns with which they agree.
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Adjectives have no grammatical forms indicating degrees of comparison.

The particle <=> er after adjectives and verbs is susceptible of the meaning
‘ more than,’ as ;

—

aa er tfe - f nefer er set hemet nebt ases x^r suten

Great more than his father. Beautiful more than any woman wife. Esteemed by the kittg

er bak neb merer- u hen - ef er bak - ef neb

more tha?i any servant. Loved me his jnajesty more than any his servant.

mer

I I I

- tu - ten - ua

Love ye me

^ ^ 'dll ^
Ml III

er netaru-ten

more than your gods.

aai - k uru - k er

Thou art great, thou art mighty, more than

111 fs ri - - 111
netaru user ren - ek er netaru

the gods. Poiaerful (is) thy Jiame more than the gods.

ka - k er pet

Thou art higher than heaven.

er t^esemu

more than greyhounds.

xax er siii

swift more than light.

J
AA^^A^

benen

Fleet

The particle signifying ‘ of' when either expressed or understood after an

adjective and before a noun, gives a superlative meaning to the former, as in

/WSAA^t: iif'a cn netaru V, ‘ the greatest of the five gods,’ literally ‘ the

erreat one of the five g-ods.’
C> o

The idea of the highest degree is also expressed (as in Hebrew) by repeat-

ing in the plural the noun which has to be qualified, 1^*^
I A^^VWA } L I 11 ^

sttleu stiteniu king of kings
(E I

I neb nebu, lord of lords, instead of ‘greatest

of kings,’ ‘greatest of lords.’

The word uj'a when accompanying an adjective has the sense of ‘very,’

thus aa nra, ‘very great.’ <-= aa is used in the same way.
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NUMBERS.
Numbers are almost always expressed by means of ciphers. The following

is a table of their

1

1

© -
1 1

1

Ci —

1 1

1

1

1

or ^

1 1

1

I 1

1

phonetic values as far as they are known :

—

1

1 1 1

1

1 1

1

se%efua 0)1C seven

a Q /WWW

Id <s

sen hi'O xmennu eight

;yemet three
1 1

1

1 1

1

patu nine

1 1

1

{later pset)

ftu four n meti ten

tua five nn t’aut twenty

suu six nnn sa thirty

Numbers between ten and twenty v^ere read, as afterwards in Coptic, ten one,

tc7i two, ten three, 8zc.

The numbers 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90, closely resembled 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

© saa a hundred

(?-(& setau two hundred

(S(3^
%emet saa threehundred

(^(3(30 ftu ^aa four hundred

I
a thousand

1

teb ten thousand

'Si.
Q^D
X /WWAA

hefennu j
a hundred

[
thousand

heh a million

Q s'en ten niii/ion

I

The notation of whole numbers is simple enough.

n

9(3(annnm .

(3 nn 111
4359-

11 (3 1 1 1

1

IS 120,214.

All fractions except f, ^ and f have unity for numerator. The cipher

expressing the denominator is placed under cz> ;r, which signifies ‘ part; ’ e.£\.

1 1 1

1

4 ) nnn 30 - T is the sign for 3 >
O IS 4 > = f, and 0° =
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ORDINALS

Ordinals are expressed by placing nieh before the cardinal, as in the last

line of the Rosetta inscription meh ua, ineh sen, meh Xe^nt, ‘ first

second, third.’ Another way is by placing the sign o, one of the phonetic values

of which is meh, after the cipher representing the cardinal number, e.g., ‘second,’

'

‘third.’
Jj

t^jjj sebext meht XVI (Lepsius Denkm'aler III.

206 a) ‘the 1 6th cell’ is commonly written ^ HS^h chapter of

the Ritual. or
|

api signifies ‘first,’ | ‘second.’ The latter

word is more frequently found as an adverb (iterum) or a verb (iterare).
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PRONOUNS.

The demonstrative pronouns are as follow

—

Masculine. Feminine. Plural.

pa % “ ^ na the (article)

pai o’^(j(j tai
|| [|

nai the

pui All lA apu this, these

- All pfi All this

The masculine feuAAAiWA X
this, these, and the feminine

AANAAA
teu are of both

numbers
;

^ neuu that, those, and encu those, like the articles, precede

the noun, all the others follow It.

Another very important demonstrative pronoun, ^ />u this, these, the same,

very frequently serves, like a “substantive verb,” to connect the subject and

predicate of a proposition, e.^-.

—

¥J1 “Ai t
Nut

AAAAAA

tfe - a pu Seb mat - a pu Nut tema- k pu Be;^ten

il/v father, the same (is) Seb ; my mother the same (is) Nut. Thy city the same is Bachta?i

Seb is my father. Nut is my mother, Bachtan is thy city,

henu - k pu ret - ef

thy slaves the same are its people.

its people are thy slaves.
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The series of personal pronouns in most common use is as follows ;

—

Siri^ilar.

ISt person
D

nuk 0.
1]

°
anuk ]

2nd Masc.
ywvwv

entuk thou

2nd Fern. entut
thou

3rd
J J Alasc.

AAAAAX

(E entuf he

3rd
>> Fern.

AA/VAAA

Ci (3 entus
WAAAA pi

or Lzi entuset she

Plural.

I St person has not been found in this series.

2nd „

/wwvA
Tl A/W'A^

111

entuten you

t\hPAAA

31'<i TV /WWW
III

entusen they

/VWAAA
1

- . ^1 entu

The following are examples of the use of these pronouns ;

—

entuf pu nuk tes-rer nuk pu entuf entuk se - a meri

he the same is I; so also I the same is he; thou (art) my son beloved;

I am he and he is I
\

thou art my beloved son

;

^AAAAA

entuten a^

you are who 1

wlio are you ?

AAAAAA

^ A/WWV

entusen

they
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The suffixes representing the different persons are :

—

Singular. Plural.

ist person
[|

or ^ a I St person
/WVAAA

1 1 1

11

2nd ,,
Mase. k 2nd „ AA/WV\

1 1 1

ten

2nd „ P'em. “ ^ t 3rd „ AAAAW
1 1

sen

3rd „ ^lase. f 3rd „ ^ 111

set

3rd „ Fern. — s or set u

AAAA/VN

^ m
tin

These suffixes, with one exception, have no independent existence as words
;

when affixed to nouns they have the force of possessive pronouns, but when

affixed to verbs and particles they have the force of personal pronouns
;
as ;

—

ptehu - a re - a raaa - f tfe-f abe - f em snef - ten

/ open my mouth. He sees hisfather. He washes in your blood.

A Q
A/WVSA

A/VWW
1 1 1

tan nek ,\era - n

JJegh 'e to thee. By us.

AAWW
I i I

^ AWWS

I I

ua am - sen amtu-n

One of them. Between them twain.

am - ek pir

Do not then go out.

These suffixes vdien affixed to the base tii form a series of independent

personal pronouns tua, I, tnk, thou, t2tf\i&] on pre-

fixing C21 to which we obtain another series identical tvith the first, except as

regards the first person. Two other series have been pointed out, one formed

by prefixing to lua, tiik, tuf, etc., and the other by prefixing to ciittia,

cntiik, entuf. All the persons of these series have not been actually found in the

te.xts, and it may be doubted vdiether the does not discharge the function

of a logical copula in all the instances when it is supposed to form an integral

part of a pronoun.
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til itself is used as an indefinite pronoun like the French on.

To the suffixes already mentioned we must add kzia and

^ [|
ua and ^ n, for the first person. The first two are only appended to verbs.

The only suffix which has been found as an independent word is set,

they, them.

^^ sit, he, him
;

it is an independent personal pronoun.

The personal suffixes when appended to the demonstrative pronouns

pai, to their feminines ^”^1]
(]

AAAAAA
fj pj ,

the plural Hll nai, form series of independent possessive pronouns.

pai-a neb pai-k netar pai-set sen tai-f

My lord. Thy god. Her brother. His

hemet tai-a nebet tai-f atep nai-f ahau

wife. A/y (a woman’s) hair. His load. His oxen.

Each of these pronouns is in a two-fold concord. The initial letter/, t or n

is determined by the number, and in the singular by the gender of the thing

possessed
;
the ending depends in like manner upon the possessor.

rhe base t'es, self, also takes the personal suffixes, as t'es-a, I

myself, t'esc-k, thou, thyself, etc. Pronouns of this series are often added

Xcpcr t'esef self-existent.with a reflexive sense to verbs or nouns, as

I
-3 rc-s t'cscs, her own mouth.
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A certain number of nouns, chiell)' some denoting parts of the human body,

are used pronominally when accompanied by personal suffi.xes, thus hrli-a,

my face, re ix, my mouth, are sometimes simply eciuivalent to the

pronoun I. hrii neb, ‘ every face,’ is used in this way in the sense of ‘ every

one.

«'T>1 t
.

• A/'A^AA , AAA/>AA . • 1 1 • 1

1 he relative pronouns are cn, ^ cut, ^ aiti, who, which.

(| ^ a prefi.xed to a word has the sense of a relative pronoun.

or nba-rc ‘ M’hosoever, whatsoever, all,’ is a universal relative.

We may class as indefinite pronouns i

^
na, ‘one,’ vdiich is frequently used

like the French nn as an indefinite article,

(3 X

neb, every, each, tenmt.

each, j-Q

other.

I I I

nehan, some, few. ki, feminine ket and ketta.

^ j j

ketn, other (plural), sep, other, ^ (j(|
such j

AA^/VV\ men.

AAAAAX

o (0

feminine ^ mexit, corresponding to the Greek helva.

The interrogatives are
(|
^ ax, ma. who, what ? (all these

• 1 • • r 1
AWVSA a V( ^

are found in the positive sense of* what,' * how great’) ^ who ?

—rrw or
J|

Cj vdio, what ? The demonstrative pronouns

and 0^ are also used with an interrogative sense, particularly when followed

by the particle
^[| |

trii then, which is commonly placed after interrogative

pronouns.

Certain nouns, pronouns, and adjectives are used as prepositions, conjunc-

tions, or adverbs.
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PREPOSITIONS.

In dealing with the Egyptian words used as prepositions, it is necessary to

observe whether they are intended to point out the direction of a verbal action,

or merely to express the relation between two nouns. In the former case they

are invariable particles as in other languages. But in the latter they must be

considered as relative adjectives or pronouns in concord with the former of the

two nouns as an antecedent.

when expressing the direction of a verbal action (such as giving

or saying) signifies to, and remains invariable, as t'at ciJi
^ J \ AA/VW\ /'TN^ I I

Hor en Rd, ‘ saith Horus to Ra.’

As an exponent of the relation between two nouns it signifies of. In the

• 1
AA/W\A

. ^ . 1 O AAAAAA

texts of the best periods ent implies a lemmine and
^

or Tk nu a plural

antecedent. Thus

—

se en sent ent mat - ef

Son of ike sister of his mother

;

AAAA^^ ^ A/VWW

%O \ ^ CSS 1

xut ent pet sat ent Tahuti

Horizon of Heaven ; Book of Thoth ;

afnet

wig

ent Hathor samt

of Hathor; abode

AAAA'VN

ent Asari

of Osiris

;

taui

two lands

? 111
nu netaru sbau

of the gods ; gates

0 -ie

1 mm
nu tuat

of nether-heaven.

/ww« cn is used with antecedents of both genders and numbers, ^ ent

with feminine nouns of both numbers.

ciiti, another form of the relative pronoun, is equally used to express

the relation of the genitive case.
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0)1, according to its position in a sentence, signihes of, from, in,

among. It expresses the relations of the Latin ablative case.

Jfl
per ein

PM o
suht - cf

J\

bank fia

A great /uuck eoiiii/igforth from its egg ;

ia: <;

1 - na em

I am come from the ends of

trim

V wa-Y

ta bank

the earth ; a haiok

hems - a

I sit

em

in

c>cr>^

till
o

em mail ftu her pest - ef sex^i em

of cubits four over his back; painted in

J
1

n ) J\^
AA^^AA

I I I

bu neb mer - a ma - sen

rocry place I please ; they come

xesbet

blue ;

em haa em xesef - a

in exultation at-my approach ;

\l-

sceptre

em

in

ca I

, tot - a em

my hand of

o o o

nub

gold.

cm is lentrthened into or - - am, whenever it is followed by

pronominal suffixes, or has relation to an antecedent.

au - k

Thou art

am - a

in me.

O
J\ I

per ra

1 i

au - a

lam

I I I

am - u

am - ek

in thee;

am - ef am - u Annu

comesforth the Sun-godfrom it. Those ndio are in Heliopolis.

D

nuk

I {am)

ua

one

am - ten

of you ;

Among different readings of the 72nd chapter of the Book of the Dead

the two following: are found :

—

/WW>A
KO

nehem - ten - ua

Deliver me

ma at em ta pen

from the crocodile in this land.
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nehem-ten- ua

Deliver me

:k AAAA/VA

ma at am ta pen

from the crocodile which is in this land.

The first of these signifies ‘ deliver me in this land from the crocodile ’ the

simple being complementary to the verb ‘deliver.’ In the second instance

am has for its antecedent the ‘ crocodile.’

as in

into.

'

The pronominal suffixes are sometimes omitted, but understood after -jj-'

Jj [|

bii neb dq ek dm, “ every place thou enterest

\
f
>

pu

What,

tra

tray.

^ ^ LI

maa - nek am

didst thou see in {it) ?

After verbs of taking, receiving, concealing, avenging, and some others,

becomes md, in the sense offrom or by. md tfcf, in the texts

of Canopus and Rosetta, is translated by Trapa toO Trarpt)?. The following are

more ancient examples :

—

baku

The works

neb

all

en

of

1
suten pa

the palace

her

lucre done

ma - a

by me.

an

Not

nehem-tu

taken away

A/sAAA/'

1

api en

is the head of

Asari

Osiris

ma - f

from him.

an

not

'a \ fl

nehem - tu

taken away is

api - a

my head

e'Ci icj.

ma - a

from me.

KO ^ a

nehem

Deliver

111

- ten

ye

ua

me

ma

from

JJ
Baba

Baba,

O
anx

who liveth

J O' I

em besek

on the entrails of
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.

ll®53i 'V
uru lira i)fi en

gmi/ ones on this day of the

Li °
"^1

A—a J1

0

ap aa XU se rii ma

great judgment. Protecting the son f the Sun from

Xtu tu rc cn tebhu emsta pes mtv Tahuti

all things c~oil. Chapter of prayingfor a slab and inkstandfrom Thoth.

The floor of the hall of the Truths refuses to allow the departed to pass

over it.

I ^ w
her enti

Because

AA^W^
a III

ma sen

loith them, i.e., with which thou walkest over me.

O
WVWV (

^ .3 /VWWA

an rex ck ren en

thou knoicest not the name of

retui - k

thy feet

O
AAA^AA J\ Vu

xent-ek her - a

thou walkest over me

3. <n> cr in the Rosetta inscription corresponds to the Greek eJs and oVco?.

The following examples will shew its use :

—

- r:
habu hen-f er abu er ant

Sent me his tnajesty to Elephantine to fetch

mat nuk

granite. I am

Tahuti se-maxeru Hor er x<^ftu - f

Thoth, who justify Horns against his enemies.

^ IT.
Sehar - ef er pet. hu

He rose up to heaven. Driving

xeriu er re

AAAAAA
AA/WW
AAAAAA

ir~j

abet

the cattle to the mouth of the wateringplace. At his will. For the sake of not
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(Si . 11
se-as t'ettu un-nef em netar

mutfiptying words. He becometh a god

/N fN AAA/WV O O

jn
i - na er maa tfe - a Asari

I have come to see myfather Osiris

<=> M D
° ill

er heh nuk Hor se Aset

for ever. / am Horus the son of Isis,

After words signifying removal, taking away, preventing, and the like,

has the sense of from.

O
i

I 1 s J

an tu ba-a er x^'^t-a ber

A^ot separated is my soiit from my body at

0 ic. ^
1 I'

nu Amentisbau

the gates of Amenti

an

Not

/''r~—

^

rim

remoi'ed is

V V V vv ^ x

en ba - f

his soul

- n-
er x^t - ef

from his body.

/WW\A AA/VWS .

an

AW

8

sena - ua

am I shut out

AT ($. Ill

er maa - na nebu tuat

from seeing the lords of the nether ic'ortd.

In all these examples <=> helps to complete the construction of a verb.

When it merely expresses the relation between two nouns it is lengthened to (j<=>

ari, and when the antecedent is plural, to

^ arin. The construction is exactly the same as for

ar. or

I
.

I arn or
I

and -|-

xctem ari tet-sen iiru Cemesu em tuat

The ring 7ahieh is on their hand. Those who are in misfortune in the nether world.
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or as it is also written ^ ant may generally be translated by the genitive

of a pronoun, c.g.,
,

i-d ant ‘their bull,’ literally ‘the bull which

is for them.’ drli dni, ‘the milk which is to them’ or ‘their milk.’

So sbau ant ‘the doors for it’ or ‘its doors,’
^

j

'^tit ant,

rex in the great geographical inscription of Abydos, is

apt-set “ their list.” This mode of expression is

exactly similar to the Hebrew h "llTN and to the later

The pleonastic use of the pronominal suffix before ant also occurs in the

sbati-scn ant “ their doors which are to them,”

their things.
Ô —

used as equivalent to V
^ ^ X

I

AA^AAAlater texts
:

c.g., P*J|^
just like the Aramaic “ thy disciples, wdio are to thee.”

In the later periods -=> cr became

constantly found in the same document.

att. Both forms however are

4. The usual meaning of ape used as a preposition is ‘ upon,’ as
Doa

,

u 11 1-1
ape nun “ upon the heavenly abyss,” and wdth a plural antecedent ® '

5. The first meaning of ^ or

or

5^ aptt td “ those who are upon earth.’

a
her is ‘ above,’ ‘ upon,’ and other

meanings are closely allied. A king sits #

throne
;
parents carry their children

^
X'

1^ her nest-ef upon his

her pest-sen upon their back
;

the eods fall her her-sen upon their face
;
men travel ^ her uat^ I

upon a road. A child is said to be
a

there is a ereat cat "

men pass

I

her vinct upon or at the breast
;

Jier pa iet d^t at the alley of Persea trees
;

n Iter niaJuxt at or by a tomb. A temple is situated
a

her res on the south or ^ Jgr mcht on the north of another edifice.

Men M'atch
I .

1 ^A^^AA

W her aani over a tent. One drinks
a
OJ AAAAA^

AAAAW
AAAAAA

A.VSAAA
^^AAAA her hebebet ent dtru, at or out of the source of the stream

;

Horns proceeds
^ ^ Jgr nm nn tfe-f, from the essence of his

^ FQ I

father. I pray for many days of life
^ j

A/VVVV>

'-p Q
her hruu-d en dux
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in addition to my days of life. The prince was driving out 0 AA/VWV

her trci en metret at the time of noon. The mamstrates consult
. O

r—iD'^

^ o
AA/WVA

W
A/VWNA

[

^ Tv I her pa enti arm na at'am, about that which the

thieves had done. I have fought
a

2^ Jier-ek for thee, like the Greek

vTTcp (Tov. The town of Pe has been given to Horus
^

^ her-es on account

of it.

^ . . . .

When has an antecedent it is generally accompanied by the determi-

native F=^ The following are examples of its use with plural antecedents

^ ^ 'I'cnpit, the five (days) which are over the year, viz., the

cirayciJbevai ijpepat hern x^ut-sen those which are on their bellies.

6. xer, ‘under,’ ‘with;’ the enemies are prostrate ^ Xcr retui-k

beneath thy feet

;

/h
m ^

Xer tebti-k under thy sandals
;
the Osiris eats

xer nehat tiii cut Hat-hor under that sycamore of

Hathor
;
the young woman in the tale went to walk /I\

I S'v I

Xsrpa as

/L
“ under the cedar tree

;

” the elder brother was standing

“ with his weapon
;

” the ambassador of the king of

Bachtan comes with offerings. A picture on the sarcophagus

of Seti I. represents
|

sba 7c

“ those who are with the sun disk and those who are with the stars.” This

particle must not be confounded with the following one.

7, ® ker orAT. in consequence of its signification, “taking, having,”

is sometimes used in the sense of “ with, as ^ kci a tetta
^ ^ ^

^

^ Q AAAAW

“endless time with eternity,” the usual preposition here being hciid. In

the tablet of Canopus /Crr

“

with his majesty, corresponds to

the Greek iySijpovvTcoy irapa Tip /SaaiXel.
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8. xtV' (tlistinguished no doubt by its vowel sound as well as by its

hierogly[)hic orthography from
^

is used before names of persons or the

. n n o ^ •

pronouns in the sense of by, near, with, to,
^ ^

X^^^-ten “1

am come to you
;
” ^ ^^ ^ ^ |

XO' da “ devoted to the

great god
;

the god spoke to the prince
^ [| ^

^

'

ma t'et atfe -^er

sc-f “as speaketh a father to his son.” In the tablet of Canopus tt^o? is the

corresponding Greek particle.

£3
9. or

WVA
'ittL

WVW\
(

i 111
“ (¥1 =

among his servants. In the tablet of Canopus the compound preposition

is of constant occurrence.

mcj'tti-f

10.
A/WV

^ Q AAAAAA
v

^
hend, with. Horns fights

^ ^
To Jiaid Set “with Set;” the

beatified soul is conveyed
^ ^

siUcnh

“ together with the kings of upper and of lower Egypt.” The plural form

hendu is repeatedly found. In the later inscriptions this preposition is replaced

by ^ Q hd and {icr.

1 1. (literally the back part of the head) is used in the senses of

‘behind’ and ‘oven’ One of the forty-two judges of the dead is called

X'o=^ “his face is behind him.” In the inscription of Canopus

ha drdt ten “ behind this asp ” corresponds to the Greek ravr-qsITf̂
OTiiaw.

1 2. nes2t (the tongue) has the sense of extension, stretching out,

reaching, and hence (like pertinere') of belonging, having relation to. There is

a serpent ^ V nes2i vieh sa eni an-f “ of thirty cubits in his

length.” The obelisk is
I.TII

ncsii-tn aner tta em mat
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AAAAAA ^ ^ f\ ^
riit “of one stone of granite.” The lock of hair is

^

^

J| aK O ncsu na scran en pa Rd, of a daughter of the Sun-god. The
A^^'vv^

^ ^
oxen Avhich they have spoken to thee nesu-set “about them.”

Ht
^

13. t'er since, as Rr rck Asdri ‘ since the time of Osiris.

B ni
==> o

t'er ha ines-sen dm-f “ from the day (which) they are

born upon it,” «</>’ dv >]iJ-epa<; yevcovTui.

14. crmen (an arm) has the sense of ‘reaching,’ ‘ touching,’ ‘as far

as,’ ‘until;’ as crmen rcjipit uat ‘until the year one.’ In
i\N\f\rsr\ 1 Cl)

the later inscriptions d2imcn is used concurrently \vith the older form.

15 -

.0 ^
iCi I

Xeft (a face) is used both alone and \vhen preceded by

and ^ in the sense of ‘facing,’ ‘opposite.’

dll is generally classified as a preposition signifying ‘ by,’ ‘ from,’

‘ through.’ The right place for speaking of it is in connection ivith the

Egyptian verb.

O ^A great many compound prepositions are formed like
^

cm

through the combination of a simple preposition with another word. The most

frequent compound prepositions are as follow

cm dsn, in return for, because of.

n\j^^v7
1

or more commonly
f J|

- cm ddau, agadnst.

generally written cm dak, hdor&.

or cm ma, in the midst of.

^Jj
cm qah, amidst.

cm hau, above, in addition to.
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cm hat, before.

cm xcmt, ill default of, without.
Ci —

^ ® ^ cm xcnmi, ivithin.
AA^VWS C! ^

a cm xct, after, with.

or
^ cm sa, at the back of behind, after.

cm her, because of.

Q cm ta, ivith regard to, according to, with.

cr aq, in the middle.

cr atit, between.

cr via, by, near, at, with.

cr hat, before.

cr hena, ivith.

I

AwVWsA

D

^ Jicr ab, in the middle, between.

^ her sa, behind, after.

I

her {ta ?), at the top of, over.

Xcr hat, before.
O I

/I\ Xcr peh, behind.

ar-maa, bears the same relation to erma, that
(|

am, and ar, bear to on, and cr. It siernifies “with” in the

texts wherein it occurs, and has reference to an antecedent.
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The syllable til, generally written ^ or without the vowel, when

added to prepositions probably modifies the sense in every instance. This is

demonstrably the case as regards
||

‘ between,’ ‘ in the midst.’

or ani-tit, which signifies

The list of prepositions might be greatly increased were we to include every

expression which in our own language is most conveniently translated by a

preposition. The notion “except,” for instance, is expressed most commonly by

^ sometimes simply by ap, a word very similar in its different

meanings to the Greek Kpiveiv^ and notably so in the primitive sense of

‘separating,’ ‘parting.’ mdup “ failing,” and “ not knowing,”

are used to express the notion “without.”

* Generally read hi, though a variant of this word (Sharpe, Egyptian Inscriptions 11
.
pi. 41, line 20) in

one of the chapters of the Ritual substitutes for
^

its well-known homophene
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ADVERBS AND CONJUNCTIONS.

Most of the words which appear on the list of Egyptian Prepositions

acquire an adverbial sense, either through the suppression of the noun or

pronoun which they govern, or by accompanying a verb instead of a noun. In

tlie latter case the notion is sometimes modified— a preposition of place becoming

an adverb of time. i| dm for Instance signifies ‘ there ’ in such a phrase as

dst neb dm ‘every place there,’ that is, ‘in it.’ er ina is

‘there’ or ‘where’ accordincr to the context; ^ cm bak <:z=>'=^ cr hat

‘ formerly
’

lone: as.’

O
xeft ' when,’

^
Her ‘ since,’ ‘ whilst,’ ‘ as

An adverbial sense is given to adjectives by prefixing the preposition

cr, expressive of the highest degree (cf. the Hebrew 1^), as

<rr> exceedingly.

<=> er nr verj' much.

^ cr dx to how great an extent.

Other adverbial forms are made by prefixing to words, as

nefer ‘ fortunately,’ ‘ well,’ cm nem ‘ twice.’

cm

cm is itself used as a relative adverb in the sense of ‘ as,’ ‘ like,’ attached

to the predicate of a proposition, in comparisons.

4 j\ M
aha - nd

/ rose up

em

like

Hor

Horns,

hemse - na

/ sat dojun

em

like

Ptah

Pta/i.
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2, As attached to the object of a verb

—

-C2>- k ^ l| V’-—

I

k
ari-nef xeperu - f em rera karnu

He made his transformation as a black pig

3. With verbs signifying ‘being’ or ‘becoming’ the sense of ‘as’ becomes

modified into that of identity.

au - a em sera an

/ was a child, was

atfe - a em uau

my father an officer.

au - -s em renent aq - es er pet em sexen

She icing a maiden entered into heaven suddenly.

The latter passage corresponds in the tablet of Canopus to the Greek

avvk^K] TavTrjV wapdevov ouaau e^ai^vps p^ereXSelv ei? tov devaov Koapeov.

The prepositional nature of em, is more apparent after verbs of

becoming :—

•

an

Said

Hor en

Horns to

AA/VWV

enen

those

111
netaru

gods

^ W
enti

7i'ho (are)

em xet - ef

JC'ith him.

em xet

“ JVhen

AAAWV

un Hor

Horns was

A^A/V^ .0

m %
AAA^A Ji

nexen - ef

his youth.

xeper

became

xenu

the cattle

em netaru em

of the gods

ahu - f

his oxen

em

(and)

V\^
aut - ef

his goats

em reru - f

(and) his swinel'
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Here ^ cw is equivalent to the Hebrew h or the Greek

’yiveodai tTv Ti.

(S

vici
'

like,’ ‘ as,’ is closely akin to

n k 1
tuk nid kara mau cm

yViou {art) as a shrine without

The compounds
^ [|

mix oicu,

0)1 . riie drunkard is told

—

iietar - ef ma pa mau

its god, as a house without

Via ket,

cm tra

bread.

via sgcnt,

and others, all signifying ‘like,’ are very frequent, brom the derived noun

vi'ali, signifying ‘ likeness,’ ‘ copy,’ the compound

likewise’ is formed, as also viixti even,
w

evi viaii

vi'ati-ari.

or viati-'ai'ii; the latter forms corresponding in the texts of

Canopus and Rosetta to the Greek adverbs coo-auTw? and ofiolcns.

w
rest = entirely, at all.

vsi extremely.

O

w

xei' but, for.

pa-nn because.
// /S/VWSA

))iak verily, for.

1 as is the most frequent form of a particle, which also appears as

^ as-tu,
(| |1

as-k, es-k, es-t. One of the most common

meanings assigned to it is ‘ behold,’ but like the Greek re which corresponds to it

in the inscription of Canopus, it supplies the force of many other conjunctions.

Elsewhere in the inscription just named it corresponds to Ka\.

The conjunction “and” is habitually omitted by the Egyptians between

nouns and verbs. Instead of saying “ in this year and in this month,” they

said
1 o /VWsAA

evi I'enpit ten era aah pen “in this year, in

4
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this month.” When they thought it necessary to express the conjunction, they
y-T n Q AAA/WN

used the prepositions f kcr or
^
hena between nouns and the latter

preposition between verbs.

O /WWSA

Here, however, the prepositional nature of
^

is very evident, for the

second verb generally appears without suffixes, the verbal notion being expressed

in substantival form. Thus in the Ritual (chapters i. 23 and Ixxii. 10) it is said

of the departed

—

im
j\

au - f per - ef

He mcs out

Q I

hat - ef an sena- tu - f

his house without his being repulsed.

em ra neb

every day

mer - ef

hepleases

—D AJ\
hena aq

and enters

er

into

A J\
is literally “avec entree.” In another chapter (cxii. 7) Horns

says to Ra

—

Jl
AAAAA.X

em

tak na

Give me

^ I ^
xat-a.

sna-a

my brother

hena

The construction would be

1

©
em pe

from Pe

Q A^^AAA

AA^AA^ A -

—

a

un hena-a .

may be 7Ciith me.

/'lA/VV'A

sna - a em

{and) my brother from

xen

Chen

which here governs

tin-scn, but for the preposition

7ui, as if it were a noun.

‘ Or ’ and ‘ nor ’ are expressed by
, ^ rc-pit and cm rc-pu.

^_xn2—

I

a

ua

one

x^O

man,

T W "
''?

re - pu sen re-pu x^™*^

or tic'O, or three.
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These words occur in the extradition clause of the Treaty bet\veen Rameses

II. and the king- of Cheta, and have reference to deserters from the land of

I'Lgypt. In another i)aragraph referring to deserters from the land of Cheta the

expression is varied as follows :

—

ail- f

y>v it

cm

I

ua

singly.

au- f

be it

cm

by

1

1

sen

two,

au - f

be it

cm

by three.

In the inscription of Canopus <=> 1

,^
^ tlit cn atier rc-pit

inm (3 ooo ^

Xottt ‘ a tablet of stone or brass ’ corresponds to (JT)fKi]v Xtdlvrju i)

has also the sense of ‘alioquin,’ ‘else,’ ‘otherwise,’ e.o-.,

amma - tu

/)V it

petra

looked to.

pa

that

o W
enti

which

au - ten

you

cr

shall

an

do

cn sen

to them.

I

re - pu

othencise

tet - a

I shall tell

sema

their story \to the king, my mastct\

rc-ptt is a compound expression. re signifies ‘part,’ ‘divi-

sion,’ hence when two or more notions excluding each other are spoken of

re pu signifies ‘there is the alternative.’* This may be placed either

between or after two words or phrases opposed to each other, and it is some-

times omitted altogether.

The relative pronoun in many languages (compare
,
orr, quod, eke, que,

das^, that, etc.) easily becomes a conjunction. This is the case in Egyptian as

regards the relative C}1*o

• ‘Or’ is only a derived meaning in the Hebrew 1^^, a construct noun, signifying ‘ will,’ ‘ choice,’ and in the

Latin vel, an old imperative of volo.

4
*
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tet - tu - na en - k nau*

/ Jiave been told that thou artforsaking letters.

In the following example has the sense of ‘ quia,’ ‘ because,’ ‘ as.’

A/y/WAA

en merer-ua hen-ef er

As loved me his majesty above

bak - ef

his servant

neb

rvery,

en ari-tu

as ^vas done

heseset - ef ra neb en

his behest day every, as

k O’

/WWW

un-a amxu era ab-ef aqer - ka

I ims da'oted according to his heart I throve

xer hen-ef

before his 7najesty.

that is, “ As his majesty loved me more than any of his servants, as his behests

were accomplished every day, and as I was entirely devoted to his will, I grew

in influence and power before him.”

enti (like the Hebrew and the relative pronoun in European
\\

'

languages) gives rise to various important conjunctions by its combination -with

prepositions and other words, as

—

AA/WVN

^ w

/WSA/V\

<=>^ W

/VWAA

c W

mil enti, so that, so as.

hcj' enti, par ce que, because.

t'er enti, since that.

^ w
er enti, for that.

The last of these occurs very frequently in the inscription of Canopus, and

there generally corresponds to the Greek iireiBij, eVet, Bloti, oVcos and wo-re.

This form of expression frequently occurs in the letters of the first Sallier papyrus. In other copies of

these letters the is omitted, but without a change of meaning
;
the second verb being immediately

subordinated to the first, as in English, “ I hear you have given up literature,” or in Hebrew, see Ps. ix, 21,

and xlix, 1 1.
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At the head of a narrative it is used like the Greek on in quoting another

person’s words, e.o-.,

tct - of er cnti ari - na ;ycperu - a ein tema en-sem

Ifc A/i'j' “ / made my transformations in tJie town of Eilcthyiaf*

The construction here is like that in Apoc. iii, i 7, \£y€i<; on 7r\ovaL6 s elfn nal

TreirXoih-Tjica, Thou sayest, “ I am rich,” &c.f

This conjunction is sometimes found at the beginning of letters. But this

is only the case in those copies of letters which suppress the preliminary formula,

such as “ The chief librarian Amen-em-An, of the royal white house, says to the

scribe Pentaur ”
. The retrular place of is after one of the verba dicendi.

cr t'et, ‘to say,’ is used constantly in the sense of ‘that.’

The negative particles are cm,
Jj^ bn, or

-JU.

ben, ^ tem, and

an.

cm, is essentially prohibitive, and in its simple form is only placed

before verbs in the third person. These verbs are generally (not to say invariably)

to be understood in a passive sense; c.^f., xeni-

ef md-ten, ‘let him not be mistaken by you.’ -[]- ^ cm am-cf ‘let

him not be devoured.’ ^ i

t'ettn-

ien, ‘ let not my heart be carried off by your Avords.’

Before the pronominal suffi.xes of the second person the anlaut of the

particle is phonetically strengthened, and the determinative sign of negation

is added ; cm, becomes ^ ^ inn.

This reading is derived from the apparent phonetic variants 1 1
] p {Dcnkm. 111,48) =

(/A, III, 360). But the first of these may be a ‘ various reading,’ and the

hcbcn-7iu

{Denkm. II, 145) =
/VvyWV'

later form
O ©

Abydos I, 46) appears to be identical with D On

the other hand the sign D is often wanting, as in the example given in the text, which appears quite

inconsistent with the reading hebennu.

t So in Sanskrit : Vadanti yad asmAkaCn. rAjCi kirn karisyati, they say, “ What will the king do to us T’
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Thus

But

cor tuum.

cm aa ab ck, ‘ non mafrnificetur cor tuum.’

am-ck aa ab-ck, ‘ ne magnificaveris

am - ek t'et ren pui en netar aa

Do not thou utiiT that name of the great god.

O’

I

am - ten sexeper ab - ten em t'ettu neb tu er - a

Do not ye form your heart by the words all evil against me, —
‘ Do not form your judgment in aecordanee until all the malignant aeeusations urged against mel

With reference to the other negative particles, it is important to observe (i),

whether the negation affects a single idea or extends to the relation of the

predicate to a subject
;

(2), whether the phrase in which the negation affects the

copula is independent or subordinate. The negation of a single notion is

expressed by an, the first meaning of which is privation. It forms what

may be considered real compounds, exactly like the Greek « privative, e.g.,

AAAAAA O
an rex, ignorant, unknown. an neiem, unpleasant

an kam infinite,
©

an-sep, never.
(E

an-tu, or

— an-ti, also forms compounds. These have very commonly a pro-

nominal ending and a passive signification, e.g.
^ dn-li gcscf-cf,

irresistible. Such compounds, in which the transformation of an idea into the

opposite idea is complete, may be either subjects or predicates of absolute

assertions.

'hhe particle does not form real compounds with words,

nor is it ever found as the negation of the copula of a proposition. The
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word with which it enters into combination is always dependent upon some

Other word. Thus-—

1

AA/VWN

re en tem mut em nem cm xcrti netar

Chapter of not dying a second time in Hades.

Raineses the Great crushes foreign kings l
— arisen cm tem

nn, ‘making them so as not to be.’

The god Chnum makes a wife for the younger brother of the tale

that he may not

hemse ua

remain alone.

The youth tells his nafe not to go out during his absence.

tem pa

/vwwv
AA^A/V^
AA/AAA

iuma her

5
at'a - t

lest the flood seize upon thee.

In sentences -which we translate

pour water,” the verb to -which

to an auxiliary
;

c.g.,

by a direct negative, as “ she did not

is attached is grammatically subordinate

\\h 1

h a

/WVVV\

au - set her tem ta-tu ma

literally, r//6’ was at not putting water

Q
1 >=ir.m

^
\VWVA

au-a her tem setem - nef

/ was at not listening to him.

I

her

upon

I

tet - cf

his hand.

i.e., I did not listen to him.

* The reading of the D’Orhiney Papyrus, plate g, line 6, is

mayest not,’ a manifest slip of the scribe.

tem-elc,
‘
that thou
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This particle is also used in the antecedents of hypothetical sentences,

as,
I)

ar tan-ek kancn, ‘ if thou dost not faint,’

X jfi
hr nctar neb tem-ef i cm-sa A sari,

“ if there be any god who doth not come after Osiris.”

>=n:

.

also appears to be used in interrogative sentences when a

negative answer is required
;

thus, “ Do you carry. tem-ek

(m>7 (jiipeis), the inkstand Avhich distinguishes you from the rower?” &c.

“ Are you. tcni-ck xepern, under man)" masters, many supe-

riors ?” The answer in both instances is, “ Far from it.”

tein-ck qent, ‘ yo’-' tire not angry?’

y-TI
,

au tet-a-nek

/ have described to you

qa - f

his picture,

tem-ek

you do not

>\>

tanre

say no \_do you ?]

1]
bn, and J ben, are forms of the particle which in ordinary cases

is used, like the Greek oh, when the negation of the copula is absolute. I do

not know any instance in which the particle affects the copula of a subordinate

clause, or is attached to a verb which may not be translated in the indicative

mood.

The folloAving are examples of its use :

—

JT
J

w

bn rex-h hsi neb, ‘ I knoAV not any place.’

~
bn Ctrl paid rel-ti peh-u, ‘ my feet

did not reach them.’

i <=> ^ ben ati-f er tesn, ‘he will not rise.’
I / « c n

J gp
allow his return to Egypt.’

ben- 'a erta ieni-ef er Kamif, ‘ I shall not
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In interrogative sentences
Jj ^ is used (like ou) when an attirmative

answer is expected, and is often therefore to l:)e taken as implying a strong

affirmation.
Jj^

w
j\

2 ^ bu icm-ck cr ta cu xct-ta,

Goest thou not to the land of Cheta ?
’

an, corresponds in most of the instances where it occurs to the
AiVWNA ’ 1

Greek /x'/.

(^7) The majority of these cases are petitions or wishes that something

may not take place, as f an mnt-a cm ncm ‘ let me not

die a second time.’
/VVVW\ fsAA/\/\ry

^ ^ n ^
AAAAAA

‘ let me not be repulsed at your doors.’ ,

anf xent-ck her hebsu-na, ‘do not walk upon my clothes.’

|

an 'scna-2ui her sbail -ten,

H n i\ AAAAAA

I ^ r ^I

{b) In a large number of instances is attached to a verb in a sub-

ordinate clause. The elder brother in the tale was three years searching

without finding,
y\

'p!: '^^X^^Xr^f an k'em-ef, /cal fd)

* .M. Deveria’s doubts about the value 7icm of the sign
|

in the words signifying “ iterare” are

AAA/WA Q ® AA/WVA

quite untenable. The orthography
|

Dcnkm. Ill, plate 18, is decisive.
|

Item, turn back, is but another form of the notion ‘ repetere.’

t The variant of this in the Butler Papyrus is
O (?

AAfVWV M J\ ' from whence it follows that

ati sep, whilstfi
,
= t| iiti. There are other variants showing that = H

AAAAAA 0 © A.V\AAA D
the monuments and MSS. in countless instances give the ecpiivalent of _rL_ with aaaaaa cti, and of

with AAAAAA
[| 1

1

eti as. But in the base periods the aaaaaa is very commonly reduplicated

(very much like It in Bashmaric and Sahidic, see Schwartze, Koptischc Grammatik, p. 300), and it

is chiefly on the authority of variants of these times that some very eminent scholars persist in

reading )ten. Another very important testimony to the value of — is found in the Coptic
AAAAAA

prefix ^T, which is derived from ^ itn-ii, just as CT is derived from ^ enti. Already

in the tomb of Seti I we find the variants

tion with the /.

hat, the !i being dropped by assimila-

Lit. ‘ the clothes to me,’ a periphasis of the possessive pronoun found in the most ancient periods.
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evpiaKwv. The kings are described in their triumphal inscriptions as destroying

their enemies ‘without their being able to escape,’ ^
A^AAAA Jl III

an miha-scn. If a chapter of the Ritual be recited over the departed

—

au - f

he

n
J\

per - ef

conies forth

= -
cm

from every fire

AAAWV

an spru su

without there approaching him

O

Xtu neb

any things

ban

ceil.

(c) As a negation of the copula of an Independent sentence, is chiefly

used (at least in texts of the best periods) in solemn declarations, rather

than in ordinary narrative.

.Bn S <2>-

AAA,AAA I

an t'et - a ker an ari - a se^a er t'ettu

I do not speak falsehood. I do not make myself deaf to the laords

PX L_\.\.- J *£IX 1
V T PEliP

mat an seb-a apt her sema - s

of truth. / do not alter a story in the telling of it.

The so called Negative Confession in the 125th chapter of the Ritual

may be considered the type of such declarations, M'hich are very common in

funereal texts. The declarations of sovereigns, c.f., that of Thothmes III,

relative to the veracity of his annals, follow the same rule.

‘ Unless’ Is expressed by the compound

in many MSS., |

an as t’ct-nck rcn-a, unless thou tellest my name

an as, or as it is v^ritten

,,,,,,, AA/VWS

en as

;

“I will not allow thee to pass,”

h an, prefixed to the auxiliary verb
/WWVN

rogative particle.

dti, has the sense of an inter-
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^ 'O’

C—J c. w
Q /VW-AA

T o
an au lu

Art thou conic

er

to

an au

^ J\

acj - nk

^e

seize

an

hati pen

this soul

\

cn

<f

Q AAAAAA

anxHi.

the tiring t

Al t thou entering I

an - ten rex ‘ ten

Are you aware 7

hr is used as a conditional or hypothetical particle.'^

O

ar

//

^ I

satrex

he known book

~
n;in"r /^^AAA^

ten

this.

ar

V
X

sura - k

thou drinkest

fin i

0 O A1 1

hena texu

7i:>ith a tope)

A D a I

ar un - nek sesetau en Amniahet ar ta-k her-ek

Since thou hast opened the secrets of the Amniahet. iVouldst thou turn thy facet

^ hr tincu ciiai, As these things tvere being done.
^ /WWW T T

A ka, Oh, then
!
partakes of the nature of an interjection as tvell

as of an adverb. It is commonly found in the apodosis of hypothetical or

conditional sentences, or at least in an equivalent position. “ Oh, Ra,” says

the departed in the Ritual.

f

* This particle has long been identified with a supposed auxiliary verb M . It is much more

probably identical with the augmented form of the preposition In almost every instance it may be

translated like the Greek eVl (with a causal meaning) followed by a genitive case, “ In the case of this book

being known, of thy drinking with a toper,” &c. I do not positively deny the existence of a verb

H
,

but the evidence for it is as yet insufficient. There are also very important forms and

on which it is not premature to speak in the present work. The explanations hitherto given are, I

believe, altogether untenable.

t Chapter ci, where several other examples of this particle may be found.
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X
A

sua

I

herar sua - k

Since thou hast crossed throudi

1

I

W
entiu amu

the reprobate beitigs

1
em sexet ka

7uith heads reversed, oh then

saha - k - ua her ret-ti-a

raise me up upon my feet!

Of another mysterious being it is said in the Magical Harris Papyrus'":

—

ar tmu - re

If be uttered

Ji

O

AAAAAA
AAAAAA
AAAA^^

fl

a^mu - f

it quencheth !

ar tmu - re

[f be uttcjrd

ari - f teku

it niaketh sparks !

ren - ef her spet atru ka

his name on the bank of the river, oh then

ren - ef

his name

* PI. vii, I. The preposition ^ accidentally omitted in the MS. is here supplied. I do not agree

rith the learned editor and translator of this document in identifying with the

Coptic 6ptU silentium imponerc. This is derived from TCOJUL obturarc, claudcrc. The

tenia. wkindred words in old Egyptian are written with the signs

tmu signifies ‘sharpen,’ not ‘cut’ or ‘thrust’ (see D’Orbiney Papyrus, V, 5 ), and the notion of

tmu re is d^voro/nor. d^vXdXos, just as tmu

(Pap. Magique, 11,8) is ‘sharp-horned.’ The verb ^ |

sense of ‘uttering sharply,’ as in Pap. Sallicr, IV, 23 ,
i. To be ‘silent’ is

tmu by itself is used in the

^^ tem-re.
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A. an, ‘turn back,’ is used advx'rbiall)’ in the sense of ‘again, once

more.’ The younger brother in the tale, after mentioning certain conditions

M'hich are to be observed by his senior, adds

ka a)ix-a an, Oh then, I shall live again !

T o
'

/V

The accumulation of several particles at the beginning of a sentence is no

unusual phenomenon in the Egyptian laii

frequently begins a sentence with—

o X O
<f 1 Bn

xer ar em xet ta hat

But 7vhen the dawn

^ruatie. The tale of the Two Brothers
^ o

AA/VW\ IT
en hru xcperu

of day was \come\.
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INTERJECTIONS.

The usual interjections are a and
p[] hai, the various

determinatives of which are frequently omitted. The latter is very frequently

used in funeral texts in addressing the departed. is often represented

by the ideograph ^ as in the 126th chapter of the Ritual.

a

Oh

1

1

1

1

^ AAA^w
1

a \\ Sy I

pa ftu aaniu apu

ye four apes, those

A 'S

® 111
^ 1

hemsu em hat ua

sitting at the head of the back

en Ra

of ihc sun god.

Even without the interjection the demonstrative pronoun pa has in

invocations like this a sort of vocative force.

a-nen, literally Oh to ns !

n A
are also found

d admits of pronominal suffixes in

but used very like our interjectional come !

AAAAAA Y O

in the sense of Oh ! come !

Other interjectional expressions will be noticed in the section treating of

the verb.
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VERBS.

The Egyptian verb expresses being or action without any reference to

time or to the conception of the speaker. It has no tenses, moods, voices, or

conjugations. Even the personal endings, so indispensable to the Indo-

European and even to the Semitic verbs, are foreign to it. The pronominal

suffixes, indeed, when appended to the verb have the appearance of personal

endings. They differ from these, however, in some essential respects.

I. The suffixes stand for pronouns, and as such take the place of the

subject when the latter is not expressed. When the subject is expressed
Q /WVW\ M

the suffi.x may be omitted. We say -y ^ yp ajix-sen they live, but

1 O 1 11
nctarit. the gods live.

1 | 1 O TiT
anx-sen would

signify ‘ the gods, they live.’ In this construction the noun is not the

grammatical subject of the verb, but what grammarians call the “ nominative

absolute.”

2.

The suffixes are not necessarily appended to the verb itself, but may,

like nouns, be united to it or separated from it by particles
;

c.g.,

AAAAAA

un

cst

O

xer - ef

e/ii/n ille

like

un

cst

O

xer

cuim

Hor

Ilortis.

J\

sper

acccdit

nef

ille

like

sper

acccdit

en Asari

Osiris.

3.

The suffixes appended to the verbs, either directly or with the inter-
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vention of particles, may represent the object as well as the subject of a verb.

Thus

—

-—

a

an ar-nes netarn, non accedunt ad earn dii.

^ J™ II jIP
venerabilis.

mas-sen nctar pfi as, superat eos deus ille

heseq-set TaJinti, occidit eos Thoth.

I

tes - nek

Ncctit tibi

PI

en maxeru

justificationis.

.Wl
anhu

Circmnihxbat

tfe - k

pater tints

an erta - na re - a

Dantur mihi os meum

er t'etet ret-ui-a

ad loqucndiun (d) pedes inci

1
Tmu
Turn

'

I

ua

me

rext

multitudo

en

mahu

coronam

hetrau

er sem

ad ambulandum.

pfi

hanc

nefer

nobilem

curnium.

tes-nck by itself might signify “ thou hast woven ” just as well as

weaves for thee.”

It may be added that the presence of a suffix determines the person spoken

about, but does not necessarily imply a personal verb. It is consistent with a

participial sense.
[|^ hu-f — ati-s, like the Coptic eq, ec,

signify ‘he being,’ ‘she being,’ as well as ‘ he is,’ ‘ she is.’
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The true sense has in every case to be gathered from the context or the

syntax of the sentence. The same laws of human thought regulate all

languages, and Egyptian sentences are in general very short and easy of

analysis.

One of the chief differences between the Egyptian language, on the one

hand, and the Indo-European and Semitic, on the other, is that the distinction

,
between roots, stems, and words can hardly be said to exist at all in the latter.

The bare root, which in the other families of languages lies, as it were, below

the surface, and is only revealed by its developments to scientific encpiiry, is

almost invariably identical in Egyptian with the word in actual use. From one

Indo-European or Semitic root, which is itself no part of speech and has but an

abstract existence, verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and other parts of speech

are derived. The actual Egyptian word taken by itself is no part of speech,

but within the limits of the notion which it represents is potentially noun, verb,

adjective, adverb, iS:c. Thus commonly an adjective in the

sense of ‘great,’ but it often signifies ‘a great one,’ magnas. It is an adverb

when it qualifies an adjective, and it is a verb in the sentence

aul-ck da ab-ck ‘ do not magnify thy heart.’ The notion expressed

jy an Egyptian word is only determined as that of a verb in the strict sense

[vcrbiiju Jinitiini) b)' the presence of a subject. When no subject (noun or

pronoun) is expressed we may indeed have a ‘ verbum infinitum,’ but this is

grammatically either a noun or an adjective (participle). In the invocation of

the Ritual beginning
(|^ Jj

fj <=> /
ix baxik per cm niiu

‘ O hawk, rising from the heavenly abyss,’ or when the deceased says

ersz:
A^AAA^
w rj AAAAAA

AAAAAA
AAVW\

n o
\>

imk sesni ab per cm sc-xfi Ra n

per is proved by the absence of suffixes not to be a personal verb.

W'hat is said at Karnak of a victorious kine an aha

er-hat-cf ‘(There is) no standing before him,’ would rightly be rendered in

Latin by the impersonal gerundive construction.

The verb is connected with its subject either immediately or through the

intervention of the particle cn, or its augmented form ^ an, as
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t'ct-d, fct cn Ra, ^ t'ct an Ra. In Egyptian

as in other languages a M'hole sentence may be the subject of a verb, and one

or more verbs may be grammatically subordinated to another.

The three different forms just mentioned are vd'iolly irrespective of time

and mood. The chief perceptible difference bet'ween them is that always

immediately follo\vs the verb, -whilst ^ as invariably precedes the subject or

agent, hoAvever distant the latter may be from the verb.

The Egyptian verb is often accompanied by an auxiliary verb, and is

grammatically subordinate to it.

The chief auxiliary verbs are
[]^ du be, n7i be, ari do,

f ° d/id stand, h o td ^ aid give, make. These Mmrds, together vdth

the demonstrative pronoun p7t and the prepositions her z.'aA <=> cr, play

a great part in the construction of Egyptian sentences. The combinations

formed by these auxiliary \vords with the principal verbal notion will be best

understood from the following examples :

—

cni-fper, he goes out.

20=^ d7i-set meh dm-cf, she seizes upon him.

J\
an dn-d aha, I v’ill not stay.

I

found his vdfe.

a
1

'a
au-f her hem taif hcniet, he

dn-f her nah taif

atep crpa diitcn, he set dovm his load upon the ground.

43 ^
AAAAAA dm

pa ds, 1 shall go to the mountain of the cedar

djL-d cr son cr ta ant
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*1^ T T 08 an bn %r/rr x^i'ninI

I

cr ant sen cr lic/i, there shall not be hostilities between them ever

AA/W^^ ^ Q
J( /'XJV ^ /-N

rn 1/ o
an 1)71 ari pa 777'a da cn xda tch ci' pa ia cn kainit o' hch, the great king of

Chetta shall never make an inroad upon the land of Egypt.

OX 7in cn ba-f anx ci' hch, his soul liveth for

ever.

j\ i/ysk .m i"t "1 ro

an pa dt'ct7L ho' dq o'paif a/iai, the youth entered into his stable.

n 7(77

u
- J Ti

7cn (177 pa st7 ei7 ta 77cbt se77t7 J7C7' X(^pc7'77 on 17a C77 hcbs77, the smell of the lock of

hair erew into the clothes.

71/7 a 77 -t 77 her one was lighting

A

11

aha-f sper, he approached.

ra
dhd C77 pa i7ctar aa hen cr ?/rh urap the

great god assented very strongly,

A //^ -J
^

I
J Bextc77

st'er her sa777-cf the king of Bachtan rvas lying on his couch.

f

a ^ tk \\
AAAAAA J\ Y\A ($. Jl J\

aha cn tn cr t'et 07 hc77-cf, one

came to tell his majesty.

* The sign ©, phonetically read sep sett, signifies ‘ twice,’ and indicates that the word after which it is

placed is to be repeated.

t Literally ‘stood lying;’ in Spanish ‘estaba el rey durmiendo en su lecho.’ Even the French

“ etait couche "’ comes to the same thing, ‘ e'tant ’ and ‘ etais ’ representing the Latin ‘ stans ’ and ‘ stabam.’
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O
not hear.

sexis bic arif setem, the deaf man, he doth

h. Q ta as an auxiliary gives a causative sense to the verb which it

precedes.

J
A Q c-a

^ J\.
belt atc-d er ta-tu per-ef C7n re-a,

I Avill not let it come forth from my mouth.

oq ^ A 0 - AA/WV\

I

AA^^/V^ AA/WV\

n AA/VWV w_ ^ J\ J\

ait pa Ra licr td-tii ita cn via aa cr aut-ef cr aiit

paif sen da, the sun-god made to exist a large stream between him and his elder

brother.'"

A aThe younger brother folloAvs his cattle H IP' III

in [Inn cr ta-tn st'er cm paisen aJiai, to make them lie dovui in their

stable.

a A Q

I ^
paif uni, he made sharp his pike.

I
ciit-f her ta-tu tmu

erta has also a causative signification, and is very commonly placed

before verbs used in a passive sense.

0
ni erta x^iem-nef cm pant netaru, he is associated

with the company of the gods.

J} -/I

O
^

nu cn hcn-cf erta nt'a Chensu, his

majesty ordered Chensu to be transported.

^
^

ipn cn an suten, the royal scribe came.

These examples are very far from exhausting the catalogue of forms

cmplo)'ed by the Eg)'ptlan language to express what \\& should call the

Literally ‘ between him and between his elder brotlier,’ as in Hebrew.
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indicative incod of the verb, but the other forms which are found are merely

variations of the same t)’pe, and will not present any difficulties to the student.

The forms most distinctly characteristic of future time are those in Avhich the

preposition cr comes between an au.xiliary and the verb. The presence

of the au.xiliar)’ is an indication of past time. The preposition ^
licr between the au.xiliary and the verb most frequently implies past time

;

but this is not necessarily the case if the clause in which it occurs is the

apodosis of a sentence temporally conditioned
;

c.g..

un pa aten her uben aii-a her apu hena - k

Wlwn the sun's disk comes forth I shall have an explanation 7vith thee

before him.

The words cm bah-ef, in his presence, as well as the context

which follows, are a proof that we must translate ^ shall

have an explanation,’ not ‘ I shall have had but this usage of a form ordinarily

employed to e.xpress past time is not peculiar to Egyptian. The Greek aorist

and even the perfect (as in Latin) is used in the same manner, and speaks of

that which is intended as if it had really happened.

The temporal relation between the protosis and apodosis of the sentence

just quoted is expressed by the mere juxtaq^osition of the two clauses, the first

of which begins with lui. This auxiliary is very commonly used in

speaking of action going on concurrently with other action. For instance, in

the inscription of Aahmes the son of Abna

—

± ? iP- f\]m
un a her ses ati

Bat (jc'hi/st) 1 7vasfoUo'wing the king

diP. ? o
a. u. s.* her ret - ti - a enpyet

on my feet during

anx, nt'a, senb,
‘

life, safety, health,’ words constantly added after the mention of the king.
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w
sutut - ef her urit - ef au hemse -

I

his journeys on his chariot, one sat doTon

tu

I

her

befo7-e

l^>

tema

the to7i’?i*

en

of

Jn
Hat - uart

Ava}-is.

Ull

{And as)

O A^AAA/‘,

I

xer-ci her qentu

I 70as fiAiting

I

her

on

ret - ti - a

niy feet

\ra r n

tehen - kua

promoted

Ull

(1

Q
n /WWA U

A

em bah

before

hen - ef

his majesty

\ AA/WSA ±

aha - na

I Toas

er

to

xa
the

em
‘ eroion

( When)

an

7oe

tu

I

her

Kd

hemse -

laid sieze

tu

I

hak - es

took it

Mennefer

of Memphisi \

I <=>
I rvAU

her Sarhena

to Shanthen

f A ^
A AAAAAN Jj JBT

aha en an - na

/ carried off

em

in

A

r III

11 II

renpit V
the ffh year

i
haketu III am

three captives there.

un an hen- ef her

{and token) his majesty

Z T
Set hemet II tet I.

tioo toomcn {and) one hand.

It would be easy to multiply parallel instances from the same inscription

and from other long texts. 'Fhe clause beginning Mdth'^“ i/;/as an auxiliar3ms

not necessarily folloumd b)' another clause mentioning a second action performed

during the time of the first
;

but in either case it may be rendered by the

[] U U Xk ^ f]
I iCiimperfect tense of the classical languages, a.ff.,

A ©
\\

mentissime.’

ini aii-ef cr abtt-set er aqer aqer, Amabat ille earn ve le-

* That is, ‘ \vc laid siege to the town.’ t Name of a ship.
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Our pluj^urfect, expressing’ action past in a time itself past, is rendered in

Egyptian by a combined use of the demonstrative pronoun ///with the

auxiliary verb -=2^ an\ ‘ do,’ after the principal verbal notion of the clause, Gg'.,

sper

(
U7u’>i) he

tail

his

<s>-
AA/WV\

pu ari-nef

hai7 conic

Zl
heinet

'ioife

cr

to

au - f

jiaif

his

I

her

n
pa au - f her xatbu

house he slew

^ J\ \ e 111

xaa

{and) he threiv

set

iicr

auu

to the does.

J\ \
\\ f a MMMA

sent - til pu ari en sexti pen er

(
J I'Vien) the field labourer had come to

Suten-se - nen

Siitensenen

er

to

sper

appeal

en mer

to niajor

pa

donio

W
AA/WW

Meruitnes

Plcruitnes,

kem - nef

he found

su

him

1

her

in

pertu em

the act ofgoing out from

ic

sba

the door

AAA/V\A

en

of

pa-f er

his house to

ra j\
ha-tu cr

into

qaqau - f

ids boat.

There are no special forms for expressing the imperative, optative, or

subjunctive moods. The same forms Avhich express the indicative may by their

position in a text acquire a different sense. Thus ^ td~k per-a,

i cr uxax-cf, ‘ do thou thyself go to search for it,’ or ‘thou must th)’self go.’

O
•J\

cm-cntjikgrant that I may come forth,’
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The crude form of the verb appears sometimes to be used interjectionally,

like the Hebrew infinitive,* expressive of absolute command, as

pctrii, behold! Other inter] ectional forms, such as

viai,

via.

dninid, are prefixed to verbs used in an imperative sense. The

three last have themselves as verbs the sense of “come.” The interjectional

form of the verb is sometimes followed by the pronominal suffix of the second

person, accompanied by the preposition cj', to; as vid-erck,

come! dkd-rck, stop! This reminds us of the Hebrew which

is used in much the same way.

The prohibitive frequently placed before the crude and, therefore,

impersonal form of the verb, as in

far resistenza.’

J\
on ha, as in Italian, ‘non

In an infinitive sense the crude form of the verb is generally preceded by

one of the prepositions

ot the veiT preceded by

a ',
^ her, or on. The usual sen.se, however.

on is participial, or gerundive.

There is no special form for the passive signification, though the addition of

tu\ to the verb is very frequently, though by no means alwa3's, coincident

with a passive sense, and it is certainly from this ancient form that the Coptic

has derived the passive participial termination ovx.

The ending i has often a passive participial sense, as in the common

mcri oi atfe-f, ‘ beloved of his father.’expression

A causative sense is given to a verb by prefixing the letter
^

to it, as

1 -^ ^
sc-dnx, “ making to live. ’ This letter ^ has become hardened to a i in

Coptic derivatives.

* Geseniiis, LcJirgebaude, § 209. Ewald, Ansfiihrlichcr Lelirbuch, § 328.

t d'he orij,nna! form of this is

1 (|

td, wliich never became obsolete. The vowel d was weakened

into u, according to a well known law. The change from (u to ut in the development of language cannot

a|)pcar strange to those who know the origin of English and Germanic participial endings in and /.
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It must not be forgotten tliat the M’hole tlieory of the verbs, like other

portions of the Egyptian Grammar, is susceptible of considerable modification

through the discovery of fresh evidence.

d'he order of the words in an Eg)'ptian sentence is constant. When the

verb is expressed it precedes its subject. The verb “ to be ” is very commonly

omitted, and it ’is not needed when the independent pronouns nuk,

ciituk. See., occur. Their place is consequently at the beginning of a sentence

which consists of tv'o terms, the copula to which is understood. Thus

—

D 0
1

Ra
1

erm

pernuk Ka per em

/ ((U/i) the Sun-god comi)ig forth from

I

xut er

the horizon aociinst

xeftu

his

f

foes.

A Avord following one of these personal pronouns is not to be considered as its

verb, but as a noun or part of a noun-term. If, for instance, M^ere

omitted in the sentence just quoted the sense v^ould be “ I (am) he M'ho cometh

forth from the horizon,” &c., not “ I come forth from the horizon.”

A noun at the beginning of a sentence Implies the ellipsis of the verb

“ to be,” either as the so-called “ verbum substantivum ” or as an auxiliary

to another verb.

If both the nearer and the remoter objects of a verb are nouns the former

is placed after the subject and the latter comes last.

erta nef

he hath given

O',

ta

bread

en

to

A

heqer

the hungry,

AAA^AA
AAAAAA
AA^^A^

ma

water

AAAAAA
,

AAA/^

en

to

ab

the thirsty,

ON
hebsiu

clothes

en

to

(3

hauu

the naked.
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This order remains the same whether the subject be a noun or a pronominal

suffix
;
but the object of the verb, whether in an objective or in a receptive

relation, may also be represented by a suffix. Three suffixes are therefore

possible* in a sentence when the verb has both a nearer and a remote object,

and the question is where light syllables of the nature of suffixes can be placed

without creating confusion. When a suffix representing the remoter object is

attached to a strong preposition such as ^c., the support is a

sufficient one, and the entire group is placed last. But the support of the

prepositions cn, a', and even ^ ar is insufficient, and they require

to be placed as near as possible to the verb. If there be only one it conies next

to the verb
;

if there be more than one they hang upon each other in the

following order : i subject, 2 nearer object, 3 remoter object, except when the

suffix of the second person plural is the subject of the verb. In this case it is

placed last of the three. In the following examples the complement of an

intransitive verb is treated in the same way as the remoter object of a transitive

verbf

—

1
vias-scn iictar, vincit eos deus.

lima su Ra, videt euiii Sol deus.

inaa-f su, videt ille euni.

nchciii-tcn ita, defendite vos me.

invenit ille earn.

kem-ncf-es, captavit ille earn.

More than three suffi.ves may of course occur in a sentence. I am here speaking only of those

re])resenting the subject and the twy objects.

t The order of the words cannot always be shown in English as well as in a Latin version of these

examples.
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a/wvaa

j\ iii-na-nck, venio e^o ad tc.

^ 111
iu-iid nct'arii, veniunt ad me dii.

a'^
[|

hd-ducf nctani cm xcsefu, applaudunt ei dii

ad occursum ejus.

I

~~

^ 111 j

had-'ar-cf nctarii, cm x^sefjc As'ari,

applaudunt ei dii ad occursum Osiridis.

[| l^^Jj Pm X<^bcsu, adstant ei Decani.

I 20=^ iii-ar-cf Tahuti smna-xeru As'ari

Q

T ®
'

cr xA^i'-f' cometh tOM'ards it Tlioth, justifying Osiris against his foes.

kiici cir-cf, I raise myself upon it.

anx-^c^id dr-cf, (that) I may live upon it,

abd-d-dr-cf-tcn, dirigite me ad illud,
^111 y > t>

v\

111
maa-u'a-dr-cf-icn nctdmi, spectate me in illo, vos, dii.

?1
hi'-cf hennii pui cn Rd, devoratur enim in illo membrum Dei Solis.''"

* A careful study of the nine examples, of which this is the last cited (they are taken from the Ritual,

cxxxvi, 9 ;
cxliv, i6; cxxx, 2i

;
xviii, 37; xxvi, 4; Ixxxii, 2; xcix, 28; xcvii, 2; xciii, 3), is sufficient to

clear up the true meaning of
[| ^ ^ dr-cf. It is merely the augmented form of the preposition

followed by a suffix. In this last example the antecedent referred to is “the feast of demons.” In the

I w I

,

example before this the antecedent is set, ‘an alley,’ here probably the Milky Way. The word is
1

masculine (see c. xcviii, i and 5, where the same idea is developed). At c. xcix, 28, the antecedent

referred to is ^ ... fa, the earth, cf. c. Ixxii, i, 2. At c. Ixxxii, 2, the abominable thing which the deceased

will not eat is meant.
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. AA^AA^ Q
) ^ , 1

ejLis.

r

4 :

AAAAAA
AA^AAA
,WWV\ f.

_Q(^

JW crta-n'a Ra teR-ui-f, praestitit mihi Sol deus manus

erta-n'a via am-t, detur mihl aqua quae est in te.

I

• sv I

X J\¥ 111
sesc-va Scb erpa nctarii arti-a,

expandit mihi Seb deus, dux deorum, fauces meos.

(The words of men)
| ^ ^ 111

ncvi-na-set en netaru, I repeat

them to the gods.

AA/'A^^
|

I ictu-sct-nd na nan, dixerunt ea mihi scribae.

The subject connected Muth the verb by means of M a//’ is sometimes placed

at a considerable distance from the verb, and at the end of a sentence.

and <=> are sometimes treated as strong prepositions.

The place of adverbs, conjunctions, and prepositions necessarily depends

upon that of the \vords to which they have reference.

The names of gods, particularly in the earlier inscriptions, are often made

to precede words which would actually come before them. “The successors of

Horns” are, for instance, called Rsn, instead of

Rsu Hor.

There is no inversion of
^

‘swift-handed,’ in such

expressions as kTT: li tinu hcnti, ‘ sharp -horned,’ for the

first M’ord plays the part of an adverb, and qualifies the follo\ving word as if

it were an adjective.

* The phonetic value of -D is M (cf.

jY I

Tt?d/. c.xlv, 57, with

cxlvi, //). Like the later Coptic TOT" it signifies ‘hand,’ not ‘arm.’ One opens the

{TodL cliii, 8), persons carry rods or vases in their —' iS;c.

o
J\ I

of the god
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FORMS.

Egyptian \vorcls intlepenclently of the suffixes attached to them rarely

exceed three syllables. They may consist entirely of vowels.

The distinctions between root, stem, and complete Avord it has been said

hardly exists in ancient Egyptian. The complete Avord is in most cases the

ultimate fact attainable. This is not, hoAvever, ahA^ays the case. There are

manifest links of relationship betAAmen the particles cm,
[j

am,

md, and ma; betAA'een t'cfct, a storehouse, and

t'e/aa, provisions, and betAveen the verbs -

A amam, all signifying ‘ eat,’ and

am.

amam.

I I I

dm,

devourer.’

Some of these cognate forms are simpler than others. The less simple forms

differ from these either by the lengthening of the AAwitten voAAmls or by the

reduplication of syllables. Many Avords of the Egyptian vocabulary are

reduplicated forms. The reduplication consists in the repetition of the entire

primitive form, if this is monosyllabic, or in the addition of a syllable

containing one of the principal letters of the primitive form. If the primitive

form is dissyllabic the reduplication of it admits of only one additional syllable,

AA'hich may be a repetition of one of the original syllables, or it may be formed

by the repetition of one of the consonants.

The folloAving are specini^ens of the reduplication of monosyllabic forms, or

of dissyllables Avith one consonant ;—

ai, _«J—oj^ abab. aba.

ax, axax, ^^XCX-
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boi, J WAW ^ AA/WSA

^ benben,
Jj

benen.

rcrnrcvi,rcm, <=> ^ rercin. ^yfr reran,

reman.

sen,
1

1

a«naa%
1

1

^^WA sense

n

jl AAAAA^

P
S3 senes,

PP' S3
sesen.

kes. keskes,

scx>
1

1 O
p
O 5 sexsex,

^ eima.am.

^

^

f^ekes.

P
O

p
7^ sexes.

'

^ ^ <S.^ cimamu.

qem, A

sem.

qema.

sema.

qemamn.

semamu.

Dissyllabic forms \vith three consonants are reduplicated as in the folloMung

examples :

—

betek,
Jj

J\ betektek.

peher,
^ j\ pehcrer.

meset'

,

^p^^ meset'et'

.

stenem. A. staistenem
I VAAAAA . P, /V stencmem.

Reduplicated forms do not exceed three syllables. The simple form of

R \
^ is S tenh, M'hich, like the cognate Coptic xeng^, is

AAAAAA A. AA/WVS A w=^ AA/WVN A

monosyllabic. Such a M'ord as

imitative of the noise or confusion produced by upsetting, is no example of

reduplication in the true sense of the word, but of that tendency in language

which produces such forms as ‘ topsy-turvy,’ ‘ higgledy-piggled)'.’
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I\Iost of the words cndini^ with the letter t are feminine, hut some

masculine \vords have this termination, c.g., tet, a hand, ////, an

imag'e, - \r//, face, X(//, an eneni)', " /cs/, a luliy region,
Ci I O M -I

sc/, an alle\'. hlv'en in masculine nouns the is sometimes an addition
I

'

to a simpler cognate form, eg., [j^o Ji'apct, compared with ™ hap.

I'he letter u at the end of a -word has a strong tendency to redupli-

AA^'VW

0
^ /I I

D

cation before the letter ^ n; c.g.,
Jj

roi, a name,
\

cr-))icnnu, reach.

bciinit, a phoenix, ^AAAAW

)rji, a name, plural rciuiu, cr-incn, an arm, ^^ I /VWWS AAA/VNA J\

The prosthetic use of
[|

a: is not confined to words beginning with two

consonants. It is sonretimes found even at the beginning of \vords before the

vowel - a (Y. This i.s also the case \vith the vowel a. 11 is also

sometimes used prosthetically, and sometimes it is interpolated between the

letters of a v'ord.

Compound v’ords are not frecjuent, but they occur in sufficient numbers

to show that the genius of the Egyptian language is not as repugnant to

composition as that, for instance, of the Semitic languages. But the composition

which Is found in Egyptian words is of a verj' elementary character, as in the

following examples ;—

-

m ra tC Q
Xcr-hru, the daily round, from /l\

^
=>0 a 'id

i.
\\'

aini-rcn-cf, a list, literally “ that on \vhich his name is.”

* This group being

the feminine

masculine (cf. Todt. .\cix, lines i and 2), cannot possibly be the phonetic variant of

I

the true reading of which is set.
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Words like t'an-rc, deny,

tmii-re, utter sharply, keni-rt

Similarly formed are
^ ^

sen-ta, adoration, literally

sam-ia, burial.ground,’ and
I \>

Many names of plants appear to be compound words.

tan-re, be silent,

’, find speech.

•
‘ breathing the
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CONCLUDING OBSERVAl'IONS.

It would be absurd to suppose that the E^^yptian language was at any time

of its existence exempt from the operations of those ph)’siological laws, now so

familiar to students of comparative philology, through which in the course of

ages the entire aspect of a language is gradually and insensibly altered and

destroyed. The Egyptian language was not more stationary than any other

living tongue. It is true that the language of the inscriptions of the Roman

period is, in spite of its corrupt and barbarous style of orthography, identical in

vocabulary and grammar with that of the earliest periods : but at the Roman

period the Egyptian was a dead language, like the Latin of modern inscriptions,

and it had been so for many centuries. There is evidence which proves

that even as early as the time of Seti I, in the XIXth Dynasty, phonetic

decay had profoundly modified the language."' The progress of this decay is

concealed from us, as it always is in such cases, by the absence of a series of

documents representing the living speech as contrasted with erudite composition.

Ancient orthography is adhered to, as modern English and French writing

testify, for centuries after it has ceased to represent the true pronunciation
;

and even the old language itself, however extinct it may otherwise be, continues

to be used in writing until the new one which has been gradually generated from

it has become conscious of its strength. Latin had long been dead before

documents were written in Italian, French, and .Spanish
;
and we may be quite

sure that the old classical Egyptian utterly perished as a living language long

before documents were drawn up in Demotic. The later Egyptian inscriptions,

those of the Ptolemaic and Roman periods, are, therefore, of very inferior

authority to those of the older times. Their authority reposes in great

* I have given some instances of this in an article published in the Zeitschrift fur Aegyptische

Sprache, 1S74, “ the so-called ^enigmatical 'writing.'”

6
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measure on a living learned tradition, and is so far of immense value
;
but

there are undoubtedly cases in which the absence of living tradition has been

supplied by speculation or unauthorised inventions. The rage for novelties

which prevailed among the writers of the later inscriptions seriously detracts

from the credit which might otherwise be granted to their evidence.

Even for documents of the best periods a certain amount of criticism is

indispensable. The concurrent evidence drawn from public inscriptions is an

authority not to be set aside : but accidental errors are occasionally found

on the finest monuments. The error of one monument may be checked by

the authority of other monuments. Manuscripts in the cursive or, as it is

commonly called, hieratic character, have two important advantages over

monumental inscriptions. Letters are written in their exact order without the

regard which the lapidary style so often pays to notions of artistic symmetry

;

and evidence as to vowels, which are commonly omitted in the severe style

of the inscriptions, is often supplied by the manuscripts.

On the other hand, the funereal papyri, which were not expected to

be seen by any mortal eye after they were deposited in tombs, are often most

carelessly written and full of the most evident blunders. The collation of

many MSS. is indispensable for the right understanding of these texts. It

is quite certain that they were often written by persons who did not understand

them. But many of the manuscripts which we possess are full of blunders

which have a different origin from that of incorrect copying. The most rapid

means of multiplying manuscripts is dictation. A careless or unintelligent

listener will produce much more incredible nonsense from dictation than the

idlest and most ignorant copyist would be capable of. We must beware of

erecting the blunders of ignorant and idle scribes into a system which could

not fail to prove ruinous in the end to any scientific inquiry which allowed

itself to be mastered by it.

/
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